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This is an alternative travel guide to Berlin
- written by people from Berlin in
German-English. You might as well get
used to this kind of English before you go
there. The ideal use of this guide is to
accompany a classic guide. You will find
many information here that will not be
published in normal guides (like on Berlin
attitudes and lifestyles or about adult
entertainment), but on the other hand this
book does not cover every single aspect of
your travel. It is written to add to your
Berlin experience, but also to entertain you,
before, while or after going there.Tags:
Berlin, Germany, Europe, Travel, Travel
Guide, Restaurants, Bars, Nightlife, Adult
Entertainment,
Sightseeing,
Hotel,
TouristContent: 1. About Berlin - 2.About
ze tourists in Berlin - 3.Very short history
of ze Berlin - 4.Ze main sightseeing spots
in ze city - 5.Vot you can do around ze city
- 6.Ze main quarters (Berlin Mitte, vere ze
hipsters go // Berlin Kreuzberg, vere
everyone lives in peace // Berlin Prenzlauer
Berg, vere ze organic lifestyle rules //
Berlin Charlottenburg, vere ze Russians are
// Berlin Neukolln, vere ze Arabs are //
Berlin Schoneberg, vere ze gay people are)
- 7.Ze Berlin nightlife: adult entertainment
- 8. Useful phone numbers, addresses and
tips - 9. Basic German: Vot you really
needExcerpts:Checkpoint CharlieYou may
have noticed already: Us Germans, ve love
ze English languach. Ve also use English
ven it is not needed. A mobile phone, ve
call it handy. A TV show host, ve call him
show master. A tuxedo ve call smoking.
And so on. It has to be a catchy English
phrase, zen ve love it, no matter if it makes
any sense. So zis is one of ze reasons vy
Checkpoint Charlie is so famous. It vas one
of ze main parts vere ze Soviet and ze
American sector could be crossed betveen
1961 and 1990. You vill see a (not
original) control booth ve had at ze border
and ve acshally pay some students to play
Soviet and American soldiers for reasons
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of dramatization. You can take pictures wis
zem....Museum IslandZe Museum Island is
at ze list of ze Vorld Heritach Sites of
UNESCO. It is a small island on ze Spree
river and hosts five very significant
museums zat are all wors a visit to tourists.
Berliners somehow dont go to museums.Ze old Museum from 1830- Ze New
Museum from 1859 check out vot ve call
new in Berlin!- Ze old national gallery
from 1876- Ze Bode Museum from 1904Ze Pergamon Museum from 1930You
should plan at least two days for ze
museums if you are interested in zis kind of
stuff. Ozervise take a day for ze stroll on ze
Unter den Linden street and check ze
museum buildings. No person on Earth
does not like ze buildings. Zere is also a
huge Cassedral at ze beginning of ze
island.Inside ze museums, zere is mostly
old art and stuff zat ve stole from ozers like
ze Greeks or ze Egyptians. German
scientists found stuff in ze Egyptian desert
and brought it to Germany. Ve understand
zey vant zeir stuff back. For example, ze
real and original bust of Nofretete
(Nefertiti), around 3300 years old and in
mint condishon, is in ze New Museum. Ve
vill not give it back to ze Egyptians. Zey
might destroy it in some riot and ve need
ze money.
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Alternative Berlin Half-Day Walking Tour - Berlin Expedia Pariser Platz, Brandenburg Gate, 10117 Berlin, Germany
(Mitte) . We were lucky to have the only German tour guide take us on the walking tour. The Sandemans free tours are
really good we had a girl from New Zealand take us around Fun and comprehensive with Chris the guy from New
Zealand Book tickets for Nightlife Pubcrawl Tour through Alternative Berlin with Local Guide, Berlin. Stray from the
beaten path on an alternative nightlife tour of Berlin You wont find this in the brochures: Berlin street art walking tour
SANDEMANs NEW Europe - Berlin: Sandemans New Berlin Free Tour - See 21070 traveler reviews, 3343 candid
photos, and great deals for Berlin, Germany, at TripAdvisor. over the past few days while traveling in Europe and she is
the best tour guide by far. . Auckland Central, New Zealand Alternative Berlin Tours. Backpacking Hipster Guide to
Berlin - Germany Solo Travelers Discover 73 hidden attractions, cool sights, and unusual things to do in Berlin,
Germany from Spreepark to Soviet Graffiti in the Reichstag. Berlin is in ze Germany - Ze alternative trevel guide
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eBook: Heinz Alternative Berlin Tours: I did the street art / graffiti workshop - See 3397 traveler reviews, 1309 candid
photos, and great deals for Berlin, Germany, Travelling to Berlin - the AA Roadwatch guide - AA Travel Hub Explore
Berlin with the One day in Berlin Travel Guide on TripAdvisor. by Elena Z, Stuttgart, Germany. Exclusively
commissioned by TripAdvisor. 96%. One day in Berlin: Travel Guide on TripAdvisor Hipster guide to Berlin with the
best bars, nightlife, restaurants and other Australia New Zealand Cambodia Laos Thailand Vietnam more from
Southeast Asia . Berlin seems to be fueled by cheap beers (this is Germany, after all) but Liberacion Its a more
alternative bar, located in Friedrichshain not far from WE LOVE ROB MCCRACKEN - Review of Alternative Berlin
Tours Germany uses Central European Time (GMT plus one hour). Clocks An eco-friendly alternative to staying in a
hotel is camping there are over 2,000 camping sites throughout Hostels and hotels are ? New Zealand Friedrichstr.
germany-tourism.de Berlin Tourist Information Tel (030) . Berlin - Hipster City Guide & Travel Tips - Travels of Adam
Vacation days in Germany: what to know about your rights as an employee. PREMIUM . The trip back home that
helped me put my Berlin woes into perspective. Nightlife Pubcrawl Tour through Alternative Berlin with Local Guide
Discover the best things to do in Berlin. Book tickets and activities online with our best price guarantee! Read reviews
about top tours and attractions in Berlin. Why Hamburg is the new Berlin - Wander-Lust Discover a side to Berlin often
left out of the tourist brochures. Your local guide helps you uncover the colorful mix of subcultures that exist here.
Sandemans New Berlin Free Tour - Review of SANDEMANs NEW Jetpak Alternative Berlin is one of the coolest
hostel Ive stayed in and you will be able to cover most of the attractions in the area such as the Sandemans free walking
tour and alternative city tour - Berlin Thats not a very alternative spot to begin an alternative walking tour - the Hes
English, a theatre production specialist who was lured to the German capital by its Each guide on the Alternative Berlin
tours has their own unique route. Queenstown is one of New Zealands most popular destinations. Alternative Berlin
Experience - Get Your Guide Alternative Berlin Tours: WE LOVE ROB MCCRACKEN - See 3498 traveler reviews,
1297 candid photos, and great deals for Berlin, Germany, at TripAdvisor. T0ny_O1. Wellington, New Zealand. 9017.
Reviewed September 27, 2014 He is a very good guide and makes the tour fun and memorable. Ask Ran B about Berlin
is in ze Germany - Ze alternative trevel guide (English Edition alternative Berlin, Berlin, Germany: Rated 4.9 of 5,
check 149 Reviews of alternative Berlin, Tour Agency. April 24 . Our Alternative Nightlife Tour is the best in the city.
.. We were lucky to have Ben from New Zealand as our guide. We got
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